
Wedding Planning
Left Right Bridal Shower Story

(Bride's name) knew right away that she had found Mr. RIGHT and the
RIGHT date was set. Now seemed to be the RIGHT time to start so she
LEFT RIGHT after lunch and went RIGHT to her mother's house. She knew
she needed to get started RIGHT away to make sure nothing was LEFT
undone. 

There was little time LEFT to spare but so much LEFT to do. She asked her
mother to write down an address list and she LEFT to find the RIGHT
invitations. On her way, she LEFT a message at the florist and then RIGHT
to the bridal shop she ran.

RIGHT in the window was the perfect dress. Oh no, I LEFT my checkbook
RIGHT in the car. Hold that dress, I'll be RIGHT back. With that done, she
called Mr. RIGHT and LEFT him a message to call her RIGHT back. She
LEFT to meet the florist who had LEFT her a message that they had the
RIGHT flowers for her. 

Mr. RIGHT called her RIGHT back and said he LEFT a message for the
preacher to call him RIGHT back and that he had just LEFT work and
would be RIGHT over. 

She LEFT the florist and ran RIGHT over to meet Mr RIGHT. RIGHT away
they discussed what was LEFT to do. Who would be the RIGHT best man?
She LEFT that up to Mr RIGHT. I'll get the RIGHT maid of Honor. 

RIGHT away they started shopping for the RIGHT rings. With that done,
the next stop was to order the RIGHT cake. Mr. RIGHT could clearly see his
future, Mrs. RIGHT, was on the right track. 

After a long day, all that was LEFT to do was get RIGHT home to see if any
messages were LEFT while they were out. "Lets call it a day". "Whatever is
LEFT to do, can be LEFT until tomorrow. With a kiss, he LEFT and she went
RIGHT to bed. 


